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ABSTRACT

Automobiles has become a virtual part of our daily life. Usage and demand of cars are getting increased day by day. Ten or twenty years back, a company used to produce various models at a rate of two or three per years. But now the things got changed. Companies are in a heavy contest to satisfy their customers and to increase their sales and profit. So now they release new models even on a monthly basis. So a review on their models can help the company to make improvement changes on their upcoming models. So in this project, a dataset which contain all details regarding various models and variants are used as input and then it is proceeds using various tools to obtain valuable results on various parameters output.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, industry has spent Transfer amount has been increased subsequently over the years. So, transfers play an important role in vehicle development. in step with the manufacture analysis produce their products basically for supplies to the vehicle manufacturers. These products are manufactured as per the drawings and specifications of the vehicle producer. Since the Automotive manufacturer's aim is to manage the value, the Ancillary supplier is left with a meagre margin when he supplies his produce to the vehicle manufacturers. These supplies are referred to as supplies to Original Equipment Manufacturers.

Exploratory Data analysis on Automobile analytics allows companies to form decisions supported performance of their manufacture products. Also, after analysis car companies and peoples to induce relevant information about the vehicles. The accuracy is extremely questionable during this case. So, with the assistance of machine learning algorithms, we are able to determine the accurate information of the vehicles.

Jupyter notebook is running using your browser, it could run locally on your machine as an area server or remotely on a server. the rationale it's called notebook is because it can contain live code, rich text elements like equations, links, images, tables, and so on. Therefore, you may have a awfully nice notebook to explain your idea and therefore the live code beat one document. Thus Jupyter notebook becomes really popular thanks to test ideas, writing blogs, papers and even books, as an example, this book is written entirely within Jupyter notebook. Of course, it's many other advantages, and that we will only cover the fundamentals of the Jupyter notebook to induce you started.

Jupyter notebook is running using your browser, it could run locally on your machine as an area server or remotely on a server. the explanation it's called notebook is because it can contain live code, rich text elements like equations, links, images, tables, and so on. Therefore, you may have a awfully nice notebook to explain your idea and also the live code beat one document. Thus Jupyter notebook becomes really popular thanks to test ideas, writing blogs, papers and even books, as an example, this book is written entirely within Jupyter notebook. Of course, it's many other advantages, and that we will only cover the fundamentals of the Jupyter notebook to induce you started.

II. METHODOLOGY

Here the project is based on the exploratory data analysis in automobile manufacturing using machine learning with python. We use different modules and library functions and also a regression methods are used for data analysis process. Based on the data analysis using these properties and find the accurate and detailed information about automobile vehicles.
Our project goes through 7 phases:

1) Learning:
In this step, we take that data and learn from it. And here comes the supervised and unsupervised learning.

2) Data Cleaning:
The first step is we'd like to clean and format the info. (That is because computers don't seem to be smart when it involves working out the difference between an image or text once we send it in), that the very first thing we do is typically clean the info so all our datas are in one file and text is being processed separately.

3) Prediction:
In this phase, we’re actually using it or putting it into commercial use which is to try and do a prediction and on there now we've got our train model and our new data move and output goes to be a prediction of what we are searching for. we will see that within the sort of predicted data.

4) Exploratory Data Analysis:
Exploratory Data Analysis refers to the critical process of performing initial investigations on data so on discover patterns, to spot anomalies, to test hypothesis and to test assumptions with the assistance of summary statistics and graphical representations.

5) Building a Model:
A dataset is that the place to begin in your journey of building the machine learning model. Simply put, the dataset is basically an M×N matrix where M represents the columns (features) and N the rows (samples). In this paper regression model is used.

6) Evaluating Model's Result:
Python’s Matplotlib package can used for plotting the lead to graphical format. Attributes like vehicles body, model, engine specs, color, rating, height and weight are used for analyzing data.

7) Conclusion:
Finally after the six phases the accurate and detailed information’s are fended using the data analysis technique in automobile manufacturing using machine learning.

III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS

The data analysis method are mainly used with regression technique. In statistics, exploratory data analysis is an approach of analyzing data sets to summarize their main characteristics, often using statistical graphics and other data visualization methods. A statistical model are often used or not, but primarily EDA is for seeing what the information can tell us beyond the formal modeling or hypothesis testing task. Exploratory data analysis was promoted by John Tukey to encourage statisticians to explore the info, and possibly formulate hypotheses which will cause new data collection and experiments. EDA is different from initial data analysis (IDA), which focuses more narrowly on checking assumptions required for model fitting and hypothesis testing, and handling missing values and making transformations of variables PRN. EDA encompasses IDA. Analyzing make more helpful permanently findings about corresponding systems. Automakers are using Big Data already to manufacture better cars and to produce quality customer services. Vehicles interconnected with Big Data will change our lives indeed. The role of massive Data Team is crucial. For starters, it analyzes data regarding planning, sales, or marketing.

The main focus is to analyze the automobile manufacture details using the machine learning techniques. The information is fetched from the kaggle website. The automobile datasets are mainly contains of different types of detailed specifications related in automobile vehicles like engine side, body, ratings, manufacture, power, speed etc. Then Data cleansing is finished which helps to get rid of issues like duplicate entries, unwanted characters, split lines etc. Exploratory data analysis is conducted within the next innovate order to grasp and explore the structure of information. With the assistance of regression model, relationship between the target and predicted variable is discovered. In line with the experimental results, change was clearly visible between actual and predicted market values. Results are visualized in graphical form used with the python matplotlib functions.
At first the automobile dataset is taken as input. Then the data is cleaned as it removes unwanted or corrupted entries from the dataset. Cleaned data is then analyzed. After that a regression model is built where is explored required data. After building the model, the result of the model is evaluated. The conclusion is reached with the help of visualized data using matplotlib function. The detailed experiment is shown in figure 2.

The Summary Statistics of Automobiles specification is shown in figure 2. Various specification parameters such as symboling, normalizes losses, wheel base, length, width, height, curb-weight, engine size, bore, stroke, compression ratio and horsepower were taken into consideration during experiments. There were 205 entries received after data cleaning process. Mean horse power was observed as 104.25.

**SETTING UP THE SYSTEM**

**Jupyter:**
The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that permits you to form and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and narrative text. Uses include: data cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data visualization, machine learning, and far more. Jupyter Notebook is our surroundings used for computation. Jupyter can be installed by using ‘pip install notebook’ and command for server running is ‘jupyter notebook’.

**NumPy:**
NumPy is a math library to figure with n-dimensional arrays in Python. It enables you to try and do computation efficiently and effectively. It's better than regular python due to its amazing capabilities. NumPy is installed by using ‘pip install numpy’ command.

**Matplotlib:**
Matplotlib is a plotting package that provides 2D plotting as well as 3D plotting. Matplotlib is installed by using ‘pip install matplotlib’ command.
Pandas:
Pandas library could be a very high-level python library that has high-performance, easy to use data structures. It's many functions for data importing, manipulation and analysis. Specifically, it offers data structures and operations for manipulating numerical tables and statistics. Pandas is installed by using 'pip install pandas' command.

Seaborn:
Seaborn could be a Python data visualization library supported matplotlib. It provides a high-level interface for drawing attractive and informative statistical graphics. For a quick introduction to the ideas behind the library, you'll be able to read the introductory notes. Seaborn is installed by using 'pip install seaborn' command.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data analysis in automobile data set are analyzed with help of machine learning technique. After analyzing the result, different types of automobile specification datas are will be fended. In this analyzing process the datas are will be represented accurate table value and graphical representation. It is clearly defined the main vehicle specifications like fuel type, doors pattern, engine, body etc are will be founded.

Table 1: Data Analyzed in Table Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL.No</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Aspiration</th>
<th>Doors</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Drive Wheels</th>
<th>Engine location</th>
<th>Peak-RPM</th>
<th>Normalized losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alfa-romeo</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Xuv</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Setro</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>sedan</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Xuv</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>Xuv</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sande</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>hatchback</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Supra</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>sedan</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>Xuv</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Poggie</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>sedan</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Samro</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>four</td>
<td>sedan</td>
<td>4wd</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 1, a detailed comparison of car models are shown. From the table most cars are having gas/petrol as fuel type and four door style appered to be more common among in the models. Brand Supra has marked with maximum RPM of 6000 rpm.

Figure 3: Number of Body style Frequency Diagram
In figure 3, its comparison between the body style and the number of vehicles. It was found that the car with body style ‘sedan’ has the most number of count whereas ‘convertible’ has the least. Hatchback was found to be the second favorite body style model.

![Figure 4: Number of Door Frequency Diagram](image)

In figure 4, its comparison between the door style and the number of vehicles. It was found that the most car has the door style ‘four’. Two door car models are comparatively low.

![Figure 5: Number of Fuel Type Frequency Diagram](image)

In figure 5, its comparison between the fuel type and the number of vehicles. It was found that the most cars have gas/petrol as its fuel. Surprisingly, count of cars with diesel as fuel is comparatively very negligible.

![Figure 6: Number of Engine Type Frequency Diagram](image)
In figure 6, its comparison between the engine and the number of vehicles. It was found that the most cars have engine style 'ohc'. Dohcv has the least number of count. Huge difference were seen with 1st and 2nd engines. Clear dominance of ohc engine was clearly visible.

V. CONCLUSION

From these results we can analyze the different types of automobile are included car has a Curb Weight is in range 1900 to 3100, the Engine Size is in range 60 to 190, most vehicle has horsepower 50 to 125, peak rpm is mostly distributed between 4600 to 5700, more than 70 % of the vehicle has Ohc type of Engine, 57% of the cars has 4 doors, gas(petrol) is preferred by 85 % of the vehicles, most produced vehicle are of body style sedan around 48% followed by hatchback 32%.
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